
Hello All in Boise Insight Sangha,

I offered to bring a Vipassana teaching to the sangha this coming Tuesday, July 29 ....
that has contributed to my somewhat newby life these past few years of studying a
Buddhist philosophy or way of life .....as taught by various teachers. I was going to
bring a teaching from Sharon Salzburg who founded the Insight Meditation Society In
Barre, Ma. or Jon Kabat Zinn, teacher of mindfulness and founder of the Mindfulness
Based Stress Reduction course which he introduced to the world through the
University of Massachusetts some 15-20 years ago I believe.

Yesterday I changed my mind. I decided to volunteer to offer a teaching by Sharon or
Jon at another time. Instead I would like to offer another topic...a topic that I do find
perplexing and that has stirred up lots in my sometimes overly busy mind. And I
would be interested to hear where others "go" with startling events in the world.

The recent missile shooting down of a civilian airplane just into Ukraine and the
subsequent passing of 290 innocents -- families and young people heading off on
holiday, HIV Aids researchers, etc. etc. -- churned up my mind and heart and physical
body in so many ways. As I looked for ways to come back to being more centered, I
watched the news a little bit as many of the first coffins were arriving in the
Netherlands and some of the grief could be heard in the background.... and my own
compassion, empathy and tears reached the surface.

At the top of the list of thoughts and questions popping up for me was "how would
Buddhist teachings apply here when my mind was whirling about between
considering dictators to be narcissistic sociopaths without the capacity for care for
the individual.. to having moments of wonder about what happened to these
individuals in the environment of their youth that would contribute to the mindset
that could shoot down 290-some non-military innocents... on purpose. A curiosity and
an almost empathy for the Putins of the world living in such a treacherous mindset I
found surfacing as well. But then maybe what is treacherous for me is not
treacherous for V. Putin? I could hear the disagreement going on in my head not
wanting to have even the slightest empathy for Putin, ... but maybe I should? I
understand "it" is complicated ...world views and politics and different cultures and
belief systems and all .... and causes. And that we are connected.

So, I would like to offer this subject for this coming Tuesday. How do Buddhists view
such actions as the shooting down of this aircraft, How do Buddhists operate in day
to day life that helps to understand the complexities of how such things happen and
what we can choose to do practically in our daily life to not support or help to create
additional acts and environments of this nature. Which groups seem to be able to sit
down around a table and talk and which ones have a goal of annihilation of another
group(s) .... not co-existing.

I was going to add a link or two on this subject to this email, but decided not to lead
with a particular article, but to see what members of the sangha might bring to the
evening from each individual's studying of the subject. I am aware it could be a much



longer discussion that 45 minutes this coming week.

I almost decided not to offer this subject as I was not wanting to foster a political
discussion. But I decided to go ahead with it interested to hear where others of a
Buddhist nature or philosophy go with such deliberate acts of destruction upon
civilians.

Many blessings and much gratitude for reading this long email,

Linda


